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~t pre~ent one has not yet obtained quantitative 

description of production of particles with high transverse 

momenta ( PT) in hadron-nucleus and especially in nucleus

nucleus interactions and abnormally strong A-dependence of 

their cross sections. Numerous discussions about the role of 

hard quark rescatterings are still at the qualitative level 

and do not allow a detailed experimental check. As opposed 

to this, the situation in explaining transverse energy (ET) 

distributions is more promising *). The paper /1/ provides 

arguments in favour of the ET-spectrum formation due to soft 

interactions. Calculations in the "wounded nucleons" appro

ximation /2/ are in qualitative agreement with observation 

of 0(0( collisions /3/. It was shown in the experimental inves

tigation /4/ that for reproducing ET-distribution in nucleus

nucleus (d.t::A) interactions it is sufficient to have informa

tion about particle multiplicity in the central region and 

PT-distribution of the particles. Therefore one can hope 

that the models, satisfactorily describing multiplicity and 

transverse momenta distributions will be able to describe 

satisfactorily ET distributions. This paper deals witb the 

testing of this assumption• 

.) 
Here and below the transverse energy is defined as the sum 

of transverse energies over the particles of any type produced 

in a given rapid1ty region. 
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Note that the calculation of these characteristics within 

the framework of the existing models /5,6/ is a rather compli

cated problem, requiring a lot of computer time or picking out 

various subprocesses in nucleus-nucleus interactions. To 

solve the latter prOblem, we have used the Glauber approximation 

and its Hegge interpl"etation. 

As is known /7/. the amplitude of elastic scattering 

in the impact parameter representation is given by the expression: 

>t D 

r(O) ::: <LJ:,;~I1.-!JfJ/i-tij)/'tO;~>, (1) 

where 't"A and ~B are the wave functions of the nuclear 

ground states; 't;,)= 't(B- ~.:+ I£j) is the amplitude of elastic 

nucleon-nucleon scattering in the impact parameter representation; 

[ ~ tJ = ( .Ij:L , ~2.) • " ,-:fA) } ['0J:;::: {'L::I.' 'l:"2. , ••• , "Lo} 

are the sets of impact coordinates of the nucleons of colliding 

nuclei with the mass numbers A and B. Neglecting dependence of Y 
on spin and isospin variables at high energies and assuming non

correlated nucleon distribution in the nuclei, one can rewrite 

(1) in the form: 
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Here f'A and jJB are the one-particle densities of 

nuclei A and B, respectively, integrated over longitudinal 

nucleon coordinates. As in papers /8,9/ one can put each 

term of series (2) in correspondence with bipartite or bi

coloured graph or net diagram /10/ and consider each term of 
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the series as a graph function ( :p. ('(» entering into (2) 

with its combinatorical coefficient C;M due to graph iso

morphism. 

Considering the terms of series (2) as contributions 

of Hegge nonplanar nonbranching graphs with pomeron exchanges 

and applying Abramovski-Gribov-Kanchely cutting rules /11/ 

one can find the production cross section to be given by the 

relationship 

C :;od Jd~? C/ it/' (e-hJ 0) 

c-h ::: '((t) + '("(B) - '((I) '('Y!) ) 

JJ, ( B) ~2t ::: i . 

C;l~od can be represented in the form 

1 
prtHII
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v=J. 
where C-v is the positively defined contribution of all 

graphs with V cuts (roughly speaking with V inelastic 

nucleon-nucleon interactions, with V multiperipheral chains 

of particles, with 2· V strings) 

V+:f.. C- V V 	 2(-~ L Z C f41"(rh)d'!, (5)
Lv v! dC-V I" /' d' 

In its turn C-v can be represented in the form of 

a sum of the graphs with various configurations of cuts 

( C-v =.;L; c;;. Rd;. ). If configuration of cuts is represent
01. 

ed by a graph Hat:, one can write 

VP..J.+1. Ild. 	 2.f 

c;,.(R.d= ~(-:l) IV/, C/, fJ/ t7h )d't} (6) 

where V Hoi. is the number of: cuts in the graph He<... and ~ 
is the number of subgraphs isomorphous to Hoc. in the ini tial. 

elastic scattering graph. 
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Finally 

c- Frpp/ (7 )L: (Rd.) .Af3 
0(. 

To describe CERN ISR data on o(o(-interactiQns at "SNN ' = 

31.2 GeV, we enumerated all the graphs with the aid of compu

ter and found the coefficients ~ ) ~ and the graph 

function ,jr (c;- h) at C- .. 33.4 mb. h(b) '" &- exp(-ab2), 

a '" 0.811 fm2. The ~'esu1ts for C-o/.. (Rod coincided with pr~vi
ously published ones /12/. 

Then characteristics of secondary particles were calculated 

wi thin the framework of the leading hadron ca.sca.de model and 

the additive quark model. 

According to the version of the leading hadron cascade 

model used in /6/, each cut of a graph is treated as inelastic 

baryon-baryon interaction. Therefore a nucleus-nucleus interac

.tion in this approximation is a set of baryon-baryon collisions 

sequenced in time. Note that according to this model baryons 

can acquire high values 1',- beca~se of multiple inelastic 

rescattering. 

We also considered an alternative version of the model 

taking ~to account only interactions of the most rapid hadrons. 

Therefore we further will differ between the model of cascade 

baryons (MOB) and the model of cascade of energetic particles 

(MOEP). 

In the additive quark model (AQM) the process of nucleua

nucleus interaction at the first stage is a set of "parallel" 

collisions of constituent quarks. After collisions constituent 

quarks "crumble" to point-like quarks-partons. which later 

formed hadrons taking part in further interactions (cascading 

of the secondary hadrons). Since each constituent quark inter

acts not more than once, the collision configuration of consti
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tuent quarks at a given cut graph R~ can be determined 

(simulated) with the help of NCB representations and the 

maximal cross section method /14/ assuming that nucleons decrease 

their cross sections after each collision by 1/3 • Considering 

the collision configuration of constituent quarks as a certain 

sequence of hadron-hadron :i,nteractions in accordance with /15/ 

Olle can conclude that without allowance for cascadi~ of secon

dary particles AQN is equivalent to the NCEP in which the 

leading/projecting hadrons can interact not more then three 

times. 

So. from the point of view of these models the process 

of nucleus-nucleus interaction is a set of inelastic hadron

hadron collisions. Therefore, to determine characteristics of 

secondary particles it is sufficient to have a program of 

simulation of hadron-hadron interactions; in our case it was 

the Nikolaev-Levchenko model /16/ modified for better descrip

tion of the data at high energies. 

The f1rst calculation gives reassuring results (see Fig. 1) 

multiplicity distribution of negative particles and that one of 

particles produced in the central region of ~o(-interactions 

appeared in rea~onable agreement with the experimental data /17.1~ 
predictions of AQN and MOB appearing similar.to each other. 

The situation with ~ distribution is somewhat worse. 

In spite of the fact that calculations were carried out sepa

rately for all 316 graphs describing ~~-collisions with 

rather good statistics for each one, we could not reach the 

region PT > 3 GeV/c (see Fig. 2). It means that soft re

scatterings of leading particles cannot explain observed picture 

production of particles with high PT , since the contribu

tion of leading hadrons becomes insignificant with increasing 

of secondary particle multiplicity. Therefore the hope formulated 
. /20/in paper should be considered groundless and another 
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Fig. 2. 	Invariant inclusive cross sections of VI ±O production 

in eM/" -interactions at y.~ O. The curve is a :f'i t o:f' 

Fig. 1. 	a) Negative particle multiplicity distributions. the experimental data /19/. The light and dark: points 

The dark and light points are the experimental data /17/ the calculated cross sections of charged and neutral 

on 0(0(.- and pp-interactions at ~SNN' = 31.2 GeV. 9I -mesons. (Predictions of the three models differ 

respectively. The solid, dashed and dashed-dotted insignificantly). 

curves are the calculations within the framework AQM, 

NCB and MCEP respectively. mechanism of production of particles with high PT is ne
b) Charged particle multiplicity distributions in cessary. 	For our purpose - an analysis of ET - distribution 
the central region (Iy.' ~ 0.8). The dark: and light it is, however, sufficient. Really, we reproduce multiplicity 
points - the data /18/on d.u...- and pp-collisi·ons distribution of particles produced in the central region and 
respectively. Notations are identical to those in the initial part 'of Pr -distribution which ia in the light 
Fig. 1a 	(a fall down of the curves at low multipli  of paper /4/ necessary for successfull description of ET-dis
cities is due to taking no account of diffractive tribution. Therefore the .result given in Fig. 3a is not sur
dissociation processes). priS~ng. Noting, however, that the experimental data /3.4/I 

j over BT-distributions for charged and neutral particles are 

similar 	in the region ET < 12 Ge V and supposing such behaviour 
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to be valid in a broader region, one can compare our calcula

tions over E~h with the data 131. The comparison in Fig. 3b 

shows tha,t the spectra coincide up to ETA-' 20 GeV when the 

value ctAV varies within 1 orders of magnitude. But the 
dEr 

theory does not describe ET-distributions for neutral particles 

either in pp or in c1.r:I- -interactions. 

Discrepancy between calculated E~- and ~h-distributions 
is a natural consequence of the Nikolaev-Levchenko model 116/ 

involv;i.ng isotopic l3ymmetry. According to the data 13,41 isotopic 

relations are broken for the particles produced in the central 

region of pp- and r/-.r:I- -interactions. In our opinion three 

reasons for the discrepancy between the theory and the experi

ment are possible: a drawback of theoretical models, incorrect 

operation of the experimental equipment or incorrect treatment 

of the experimental information. 

As to the first assumption, the calculations given in 

Fig. 1,2 and (quite satisfactory) calculations of the rapidity 

distributions which are not given make us sure that at least 

AQM and MCB are close to the truth~)Only the authors of Ref. /51 

can draw a conclusion about the second one. As to the third 

one, we note that the paper 131 claims that allowance for 

energy losses of particles in the shower calorimeter only 

shifts Er-spectrum along the Er-axis and changes the slope 

of the curve only by 1% (paper /31 p. 143). In a similar 

investigation /21/ of pp-interactions at {SNN' 63 GeV it 

is stated that this correction increases the slope parameter 

(paper 121/ p. 133). In our opinion this statement is closer 

to reality. 

*) We suppose that single particles and jets with high PT 

( Pr > 3 GeV) does not vary substantially ET -distribu
tions at low ET -values. . 
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Fig. 3. 	Transverse spectra in the central region. 

a) The dotted curve and crosses are the experimental 

data 14/ on E.r-spectrum of charged particles in d.cJ..

and pp-interactions at (s;;' '" 31 GeV in the region 

ly./~0.8. The light points are the experimental 

data 13/ on ET-spectrum of the neutral particles in 

pp-interactions at the Same value JsNN' in the region 

IY*/~ 0.9. The solid histograms are the calculations 

of E.r-spectra in AQM.,The dashed curve is the calcula

tion of the ET-spectrum of neutral particles 

in pp-interactions. 

b) The points are the experimental data 131 on ET-

spectrum of neutral particles i.n ()((J{ -interactions 

in the region I y*, ~ 0.9. Curves are the calculations 

of Er-spectra of charged particles in AQM, MCB and 

MCEP in the region I y*, ~ 0.6. The notations are 

identical to those of Fig. 1. 
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Note another detail which is not clear to us. In all 

experimental papers /),21/ dealing with this subject nothing 

is said about the accuracy of determination of longitudinal 

components of electromagnetic showers (along the device axis). 

We think that it is not hi~h enough and, as consequence, the 

accuracy of ET determination is low. Coincidence of the E~~ 

and ~h spectra is probably due to peculiarities of the expe

rimental device and the data treatment. Leaving aside the' ques

tion about correctneSS of the experimental data considered, 

we return to the theoretical description. 

Consider our calc'ulations of the ~h-spectra in pp-colll 

sions as a fit of ~-distribution. 

Then, according to Fig. )b, we reproduce the E~-spectrum 

in r:J..ct -interactions. A statement in paper /2/ that the Glauber 

theory does not describe events with E~> 8 GeV is based on 

the rough "wounded nucleon model" which did not take into account 

a complicated structure of high multiplicity diagrams. 

In conclusion, returning to the discussion about formation 

of the E.r-spectrum as a result of "parallel" nucleon-nucleon 

interactions /22/, we note that, according to our calculations 

within the framework of MCB, the main contribution to the E.r

distribution is made by the graphs with the number of cuts from 

5 to 10 among which there are no graphs of parallel collisions. 

In AQM where a contribution of multiple collisions is suppressed 

because of cross sections for various processes of nucleus

nucleus interactions differ from the strict Glauber expression, 

a more rapid decrease of the E.r-spectrum with increasing E.r 

(at ET> 15 GeV) ia observed than in MCB. So, high E.r values are 

a good indicator of multiple collisions in nucleus-nucleus 

interactions, and presence of the accurate data on ET-spectra 

will allow a "hard" discrimination of the theoretical model. 
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WMaKoB C.IO., YIKHHCKHH B.B. E2-87-5 
CneKTp nonepeqHOH 3HeprHH B ueHTpllJIbHOH 06naCTH 
aa -B3aHMO.ll.eHCTBHH - paCqeTbI B paMKaX pa3nHqHhIX MO.ll.eneH 

C HCnOnb30BaHHeM TollHhIX rnay6epoBcKHX 3HaqeHHH .ll.nH ceqe
HHH ~nH'lHhIX npoueccoB. B HeynpyrHx Et3aHMO.ll.eHCTBHHX a-qaOTHU 
npH NN= 31,2 P3B paCC'lfHTaHhI B paMKax MO.ll.eml KaCKa.)l,a mJ.ll.H
pYlOmHx a.n.POHOB H B a.n..ll.HTHBtiOH KBapKOEtOH MO.ll.enl{ CneKTphI none
peqHOH 3HeprHH (ET) B ueHTpllJIbHOH o6nacTH. PaCqeTbl XopOWO co
rnaCYlOTCH c .ll.aHHhIMH no cneKTpy nonepellHoH 3HeprHH, YHOCHMOH 
3apH)KeHHblMH qaCTHuaMH, npH E T 5 12 P3B. OTMeqeHa 6nH3QCTb 
3KcnepHMeHTllJIbHblX cneKTpoB .ll.nH HeHTp~bHhIX H 3apH)KeHHhiX qa· 
CTHU, nocnymHBwaH OCHOBaHH;eM )l,nH npoaepKH TeopHH B 60nee UIH
POKOH 06nacTH 3HaqeHHH E'l' . 

Pa60Ta BhlIlOnHeHa B Jhl60paTOpHl{ BhlqHcnHTenbHoH TeXHHKH 
H aBTOMaTH3aUHH OI1HI1. 

IIpenpHHT 061oe,tl,HHeHHOrO HHCTHTYTa fIJlep8h1x HCCJIe,tI,OBaHHH • .D:y6Ha 1987 

Shmakov S.Yu., Uzhinskii V.V. E2-87-5 
Spectrum of Transverse Energy in Central Region 
of aa·Interactions - Calculations within the Framework 
of Various Models 

On the basis of Glauber expressions for various processes in 
inelastic interactions of a-:particles transverse energy (ET ) spectra are 
calculated within the framework of the model of leading hadrons 
cascade and the additive quark model at vi SNN =31.2 GeV in the cent
ral region. The calculations are in good agreement with the data on 
spectra of transverse energy taken away with charged particles at 
E T <12 GeV. A similarity of experimental spectra of neutral and 
charged particles is noted, it was used for justification of the theory in 
a broader ET region. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Com
puting Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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